Understanding mechanisms of experience-dependent plasticity is a major goal of neuroscience. Yet attending a high school reunion can beg the deeper question: how do we stay the same? Behavioral stability faces innumerable obstacles. Ion channels and neurotransmitter receptors regularly turn over, synaptic weights are dynamic, structural connections are formed and lost, and axons and dendrites can be mobile, even in adulthood (L€ utcke et al., 2013) . It is a wonder that behaviors can be stable over one day, let alone a year or decade.
Two important ideas make distinct predictions for how nervous systems maintain perceptual and behavioral stability. In the optimal manifold hypothesis, redundancies allow for diverse activity patterns to produce identical behavioral output. In this view, neurons can be labile in their tuning to task variables, provided downstream decoders tolerate such changes (Rokni et al., 2007) . In the network constancy hypothesis, activity patterns and connectivity remain static over long periods of time (Ganguly and Carmena, 2009) . One way to distinguish these possibilities is to monitor single neuron activity over long timescales in an animal performing a stereotyped behavior.
The songbird provides an ideal model system. The adult zebra finch song consists of a stereotyped sequence of syllables, e.g., ''a-b-c-d,' ' that is stable for years (Brainard and Doupe, 2000) . This stereotyped sequence is driven by well-understood vocal motor circuits (Fee et al., 2004) . In a simple but wellsupported model of song production, activity in the premotor nucleus HVC drives the song sequence through its projections to RA (robust nucleus of the arcopallium), a primary motor cortex-like nucleus that projects to brainstem motor neurons. Each RAprojecting HVC neuron (HVCra) produces a brief (<10 ms) burst at an exact time step of the song. A population of HVCra neurons discharges in a stereotyped sequence, or chain, that drives the correspondingly stereotyped song. We know that the song is highly stable for years; is the HVC chain also stable?
Electrophysiological studies established stability of HVC representations on the timescale of hours (Fee et al., 2004) , but measuring activity of the same neuron over days or weeks is difficult in freely flying birds. To address this, a previous study developed an impressively lightweight head-mounted miniscope for one-photon calcium imaging and imaged HVC projection neurons during singing. While most of the neurons' firing timing remained stable over days, many exhibited day timescale instability in their probability of firing, even as the song remained stable (Liberti et al., 2016) . This result complicated the simple model of song production by the HVC-RA pathway by introducing dynamism into the chain (Fee et al., 2004 ). Yet one concern was that single-neuron tracking in densely labeled tissue can be challenging with singlephoton imaging, especially in a flying animal. Indeed, the same study observed long-term stability in HVC multiunit interneuron activity with carbon fiber electrodes (Liberti et al., 2016) . Further, calcium imaging was performed as birds sang undirected song, which is more variable than female-directed song. So the jury was still out: does the core song representation in HVC projection neurons really change over time, or can it remain stable?
In this issue of Neuron, Katlowitz et al. trained birds to sing female-directed song under head restraint and used two-photon imaging to rigorously track the activity of single HVC projection neurons over weeks (Katlowitz et al., 2018) . Their experiment revealed striking stability in the HVC network. Leveraging high spatial resolution and optical sectioning, they identified neurons based on morphology and carefully controlled for influences from outside the focal plane by excluding cells with belowchance spatial correlation. The authors also estimated HVC burst onsets with high temporal precision by combining multiple song motifs recorded in the same session, sharpening the temporal resolution beyond scanning frequency (Picardo et al., 2016) . For each cell, they estimated the timing of all recorded song-aligned calcium transients and found that burst timing was tightly clustered around the median, with temporal jitter of just a few percent of song duration ( Figure 1A ). This small change did not reflect a slow change in network dynamics but was instead consistent with small temporal jitter around a stable time step. Thus, HVC projection neurons exhibited stable discharge patterns for several weeks.
To what extent does this finding generalize across behaviors, brain areas, and animal models? Unfortunately, principles that govern when a network will or won't be stable remain elusive. One idea is that variable tuning is conducive to ongoing learning yet detrimental to reliable performance in a well-learned task. For example, individual motor cortical neurons recorded over weeks in primates performing a center-out reach task exhibit long-term stability only after extensive training (Ganguly and Carmena, 2009; Rokni et al., 2007) . Stable representations also emerge in mouse motor cortex after extensive training in a lever-pull task, but, strangely, this stability emerged in layers 2/3 and not in deep-layer corticospinal neurons, which presumably mediate the output (Peters et al., 2017) .
Another idea is that long-term stability exists in brain regions that directly control motor output (such as HVC) and not higher-order cognitive areas that may jointly code for action and context and which remain open to encoding new information. For example, a recent study used two-photon imaging to carefully track neuronal activity in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) of mice performing a navigation decision task ( Figure 1B) (Driscoll et al., 2017) . Spatial representations were highly variable over week timescales even though the animals exhibited stable performance. Interestingly, although individual neuron turning was labile, the population statistics remained stable such that upcoming decisions could be decoded from PPC population activity. These results are consistent with the optimal manifold hypothesis, yet it remains unclear how PPC population activity that is variable from day to day is converted into reliable choice behavior by downstream motor circuits.
Indeed, the current study in the songbird is so interpretable because it follows a large body of work that established a framework for how HVC neural sequences are converted, via projections to RA and brainstem motor neurons, into behavioral output (Fee et al., 2004) . The next question is how such remarkable network stability is achieved. Are motor circuits in highly trained animals immutably frozen, or is there plasticity that, paradoxically, maintains the stable population activity? Interestingly, birdsong degrades after deafening even in adults (Brainard and Doupe, 2000) , suggesting a possible role of sensory feedback in actively maintaining stability in the HVC code. Thus, songbirds may also present opportunities for identifying the mechanisms by which network stability is achieved.
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